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Bridge Nightmare

Extended family
benefits meets
lack of immediate
participation
Cbrts Wilcox
Staff writer

Kylic Townsend/The News

Anearty zoo-foot segment of the Eooner's Ferry Bridqe spanning Kentucky lake haOCJS over the bow of the ocean freight vessel that struck the bridge at approximately 8:30 p.m. Thursday. Officials say It will take several days to evaluate the damage and determine the next course of action.

Freight vessel strikes bridge, causes collapse
Austin Ramsey
News Editor

John Walker
Opinion Editor

Elizabeth Johnson
Editor-in-Chief
Emergency vehicles lined tht•
Marshall County side of the
Eggner's Ferry Bridge Thursday
night, up and over Kentuck y
Lake. Beyond that, des~cnding
toward the l 'rigg County side, a
few flashing lights reflected on
the waves. In the middle, through
the dense fog and light rain:
nothing.
An ocean freight vessel collid·
ed with the U.S. 68/ Kr. Hwy. 80
bridge at approximately 8:10
p.m.. causing a nearly 200-foot
portion of the bridge to collapse
on the ship.
Now,
Delta Mariner, the
largest vessel to operate on
America's inland waterway system, floats on the water's surface,
bearing the weight of two fallen
,
bridge spans.
Boats of rescue workt•rs dot
the usually calm body of water.
Using side-scan sonar, crews
search the lake for potential victims.
Carl Curtner of the Marshall
Coun~ Rescue Squad said emerJ
•
gency response agcnc1es were
delayed by the rain and fog.
But within the hour, the Kenlake State Resort Park area was
congested with first responders.
"There arc approximately 15 to
20 people on the water at all
times," Curtner said.
A dive team stayed on stand-by
near recreational boat launch,
should survivors be found, he
said.
Eight boats patrolled the ncarest pillar to where the cargo vessel waited. None of the 20 crew
members on the carrier were
injured and officials believe no
vehicles or victims are in the
water.
At a makeshift press conference in the lobby of the lodge at
Kenlake State Resort Park only
J hours after the collision, three
tired men stood before a small
collection of reporters.
Dean Patterson, public affairs
officer for the Kentucky State
Police Post 1, Jim LeFevre, chief
district engineer for tpe Kentucky Transportation Cabine t,
and Marshall County Sheriff
Kevin Byars spoke while KTC
investigators assessed the dam·
age less than a mile from where
they stood.
Byars, who had just stepped off
a boat to review the scene,
entered the room visibly shaken.
"The bridge is draping over
the bow of the ship," the weary
sheriff said, shaking his head and
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Craphk by Eltubeth Johnson/The News

Motorists traveling onU.S. 68/ Ky. Hwy. 80 across the Eooner's Ferry Bridge
must take one of two alternate routes around LandBetween the lakes.

Austin

Kevin Byars, Marshall County sheriff, and Dean Patterson, public affairs officer
with the state pollee answer questions at a press conference Thursday.
wiping his brow.
Patterson said officials had not
yet determined why the ship bad
hit the bridge's deck. Likely carrying aeronautic, space-bound
hardware such as rocket boosters, the ship had only a small
clearance.
Keith Todd, with the KTC said
he knew the freighter had
enough space to clear the bridge
under the right conditions. He'd
seen it happen countless times
before.
The Coast Guard previously
reported several lights out on the
bridge. One lane was going to be
shut down today for repair.
Reports vary as to whether or
not the lights were on so the ship
pilot could see. LeFevre said he
was certain the north side of the
bridge was illuminated, but the
Delta Mariner approached the

bridge from the south side travelling from Decatur, Ala., most
likely headed either to Cape
Canaveral, Fla., or Vandenberg
Air Force Base near Lompoc,
Calif.
Highway officials told the
media that sightseers should
avoid the entire area around the
bridge.
"This incident is very real," he
said "Don't come down here to
sight see."
Amanda Baker, junior from
Cadiz, Ky,, said if matters had
been just a bit different, she
might have plunged into the
water below.
Baker, who has an apartment
in Murray, had gone home earlier
in the day to visit her parents.
When she approached the bridge
on her way back to Calloway
County, she was following a

truck. As the two vehicles drove
onto the bridge, Baker said a car
with its emergency flashers on
was parked.
"1 saw the boat and 1 couldn't
teU if it was stopped or moving
so slow that it looked that way,"
Baker slid. "A girl from the
parked car - she was terrified ran up to us and told us to get off
the bridge."
Baker said no emetBency
responders were there at the
time. She said about 20 cars were
backed up on the bridge and into
Trigg County.
"Cars were honking. I guess
they thought we were stopped
for no reason," she said. "They
didn't know what was going on."
Baker said she and the other
drivers were able to maneuver
their cars into the other lane to
get off of the bridge. Baker traced
her tire marks and headed back
to Interstate 24. It took her an
hour and a half to get back to
Murray.
"I'm glad I didn't leave my
house five minutes earlier,"
Baker said. "I probably would've
driven over."
Other witnesses said they had
noted the size of the boat when
approaching the bridge. At 312foot-long, the carrier was built to
transport Boeing Delta IV rockets.Jt is 82 feet wide and SO feet
tall.
The bridge connects Trigg and
Marshall counties over Kentucky
Lake.
The bridge sees traffic of
approximately 2,800 vehicles a
day. The nearest ways to access
CaUoway County from the east
without using the bridge is to go
through Grand Rivers, Ky.. or
Dover, Tenn.
Todd said it will take several
days just to evaluate the extent of
damage to the bridge and find
the best solution.
Following the incident, Murray
State released a press release
claiming the Internet connection
was experiencing a slow down
due to cables strung across the
bridge.
The bridge has been open to
traffic for almost 80 years. It was
closed temporarily in 1943 so it
could be raised due to higher
water levels as result of the
impounding of Kentucky Lake.
Surrounded on each side by
recently expanded four-lane
highways, the two-lane bridge,
along with its sister stretching
over Barkley Lake, are expected
to be replaced in several years.
According to LakeBridges.com,
both bridges are in design stages.
The Coast Guard has closed
Kentucky Lake and the Ten·
nessee River to boat traffic at the
site.

No participants have joined the extended family
benefits program, which was announced late last
semester and took effect Jan. l. Many who have considered the new program cite cost as the factor deterring tpem the most.
The program extends health, dental and vision
insurance benefits to employees, spouses, employees'
children, extended family partners, extended family
partners' dependent children and COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act) participants as long as all University requirements are met by
the claimed dependent.
The University does not contribute toward the cost
of coverage for an extended family dependent, leaving
the employee to pay the full cost of the coverage.
The University's Committee on Insurance and Benefits began evaluating the extended family benefits
program in March 20ll The Faculty Senate and that
committee modified the program before giving it
directly to President Randy Dunn's administration.
Dunn invoked the authority to alter the benefits package.
,
Dunn said it is no surprise very few are showill8
interest in the program.
"We did our analysis on the program before institut·
ing." Dunn said. "We knew it would be a very small
percentage of employees - as low as 1 percent - w ho
might even take advantage of it."
~
He said he wasn't concerned about the present numbers. As time goes on, he said, and new hires join the
University, the program will be monitored. If a change
to the program needs to be made then officials will
work to do so.
"I think the test comes over the next couple of
years," Dunn said. •Particularly as new individuals
come to the University, to see if it's getting popularity
and if the plan is sufficient to the needs that they
brlq."
Tom Hoffacker, director of Human Resources, said
despite little interest University intentions of the program are to provide insurance benefits to as many of
Murray State's faculty and staff as possible.
"The faculty and staff insurance and benefits committee worked bard qn this, along with Human
Resources and many other participants," he said.
Mary Mays, benefits manager of Human Resources,
said few people have shown interest .i n the program.
MOnty one applied for dental and they didn't qualify,'' she said. "We offered extended family benefits on
health. dental and vision and we have no participants."
Mays conveyed a sense of disappointment, looking
back on the amount of ~ime and energy put into the
plan.
"It cost a lot of time and effort to set this up," Mays
said. ''Publicizing and developing the forms required
have cost the Univ, rsity."
Jody Cofer, program specialist for Undugraduate
Research and Scholarly Activity, said while the new
benefits package was a great addition to the University's toolbox it was costly to the potential applicants.
"I heard from a faculty member the plan was great
in theory, but that they simply couldn't afford it," Cofer
said.
According to a document on University insurance
rates for employees, the cost of the standard PPO (Preferred Provider Organization) for an employee alone
is $30.60. with the University paying $371.90. An
employee's spouse must pay $106.40, while the University pays $615.60. In the case of an employee's
extended family or partner. the cost is $400.50. The
University covers none.
Cofer said the reason the University will not pay for
part of the extended family benefits is due to the Ken·
tucky Constitution, which was amended in 2004 to
prohibit benefits that closely resemble marriage.
"State dollars can't be used to pay these expenses,"
Cofer said.
It's not just a problem for the extended family partner; children of the extended family pay the full
expense as weU.
"Even with the cost, eventually people will become
part of the program," he said. "We have a new class of
faculty every year, someone will eventually want to
take part in this.•
Contact Wilcox at cwilco.X2@nwrraystate.edu.
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Friday

Saturday

Sunday

•D a.m. Blood Drlye: St. John's Epis-

•9-30 a.m. Hatmaking Workshop;

copal Church. open to all
e6 p.m. Vanishing: Esther Solond% art
exhibit: Clara M. Eagle C allery, op<.-n
to all
•6 p.m. White Hot Gold Exhibit
Opening; Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
o~n to all
•7:30 p.DL Cinema International "En·
counters at the End of the World":
Currls Center Theater. or en to aU

Murray Calloway County PUblic U - CeDter. opeQ to all
.
braey. registration required
•2 p.a Dave RaaaHy'• Foundations
•Noon t:ashion 4 Paws Consignment in Personal P1Dantet P¢1Cah ReEvent; Curris Center Ballroom, open pon<d Sports Pin. $100
to .all
e.f p.m. Organ DediCation ConceM:
•6 p.m. Desstms First; The carson Gtace Bpi4copa1 Church, Paducah,
Center, $30
Ky•• open to an
•'I pa Purd\ase Playet'trCommunity
•7 p,m. Men's B~tsk,tbaU \II.
Illinois Unlven~ity; CfS8 ~ &ee ~Arts CeJiter "Beyond the
with R.acerCAI'd ahl ~ t1dret
Glorioua Gatdeo"i 302 W. Water St.,
•7:30 p.m. Cinema I~ ""Ell- MaJfleld. xt.. S1Z
counters at the Ell&l of tb World-;
Curris Center Theater, opesa ro all

Wednesday

e9 a.m. Blood Drive: Curris Center,
open to all
•3 p.m. Study Abroad Scholarship and
Fin~ncial Aid Workshop; Barkley
Room, Curris Center, open to all stu-

•8:30 a.m. Blood Drift: Jttieon 'Hall

Police Beat
Jan.l9
12:33 a.m. A caller reported a
vehicle in the road on the cor·
ncr of North 16th and Diuguid
streets, T he-Murray l'olice Dt•·
part ment was notified.
9:48a.m. The Murray Stat\! l'o·
lice received a 911 hang up call
An officer was notified and
checked the area. The caller
reported they were trying to
d ial off campus.
11:48 a.m. A caller reported harassment in Springer Colll~gc.
·The Murray State Po lice wen:
no tified and took a report fur
harassing communications.

•U a.m. The Journey Church; Cbrris

-el'll

Tuesday

. dents
-4:30p.m. Women's CCntcr "Stalking:
It's NO Joke!"; Barkley Room. Curris
Center. open to all
e9 p.m. Women's Educational Empowerment Project for ~QI,ltbt:rn
Sudan, third floor Curris Center,
open to all

Monday

Lab, open to all
e9 a.m. Blood Drive; Currls

tenter.

open to all
e9 a.m. Hutson Scboolol ~
Career Fair: Curtis c_. Ballroom,
open to .all, p~l-1 dress required
•7p.m. Wedn~Wcm;H!c~P'
Cur;ris Center nteater. open to aD
•7 p.m. Great RivetS Group, Sierra
Club; Biology Bulktiq. open to all

ownl.!r regarding the Vnivcrsity's policy on wcnpons on
campus.
5:56p.m. The Murray State Police bsued a verbal warmng for
failure to illuminate headlamps near the Alum ni Aff:tirs
Building.
7:10 ,p.m. T he Murray Stare Police reported a grill fi re in the
West Kentucky Exp tl center.
The Murray Fire Departmeni,
State Fire Marshal and Central
Plant were notified .

Jan. 21

If you would like .an event to appear in
the This week section, fi ll out a form in
The Murray State News office at lll Wil- .
son Hall. fax to 809·3175 or email informatio n to thc,news@ murrnystate.cdu.
1

•1:30 p.m. Blood Drive: Mutr.ly Middle School, open to all
•2 p.m.Intmlational Professional I *

velupment for F~culty and Profes-

slonal Staff lnstitute for International
Studies Conference Room, Woods
H;ill, <Jpen tl) all faculty
•3 p.m. Study Abroad Scholarship and
Pl.ru$neial Aid Workshop; Barkley
Room, Gurris Center. open to all stu·
depts
•5:30 p.m. 1 Love International Students: Curris Center, open to :ill

Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received wru be published.

Thursday
410 .._ f~ Stories; Wrather

Mu8ei.ub. opeD to aD
4 P41L D!$YI ~·Foundations
in Penobll PiaiDc:8: Paducah Regional Spores Pla. SlOO

.,_.Spores

.. p.m. tumba fftaaa: Paducah Re·
Plao.S1 per class

. .p . ~J!DvhooJunental StudeaC SOclety deti.IC Rooml03.
4:07p.m. "HYJ: Bapdst Campus Ministries. open to all
•1:30 p.m. "Ernie Haase & Signature
SQund: A Tribute to the Cathedrals
lbur": Canon Center. $IS

Police issued a verbal warning
for careless driving on the corner of Calloway and 17th
streets.

Jan.22
11;21 a.m. The Murray St:u e Po·
lice arres ted Ignacio Martinez,
non-student from Murray, for
lack of an operator's license,
possession of d rug paraphc r·
nalia and dis regarding a s top
sign.
5:34p.m. A caller requested to
open the Mason H all audito·
rium. T he Murrnr State Police

4:32 a.m. A caller rcport<~d an
outlet sparked in a room in
Franklin College. The Murray
State Police, Central Plant and
• State Fire Mar5hal were notified.
9".25 p.m. A caller r eported two
male-Juveniles running in the
9:06 a.m. A caller reported
New Fine Arts Building, ·T he
weapons in a vehicle. The
Murray State Police was notiMur ray State Polil'c checked
fied ,
the area and spoke with the
11:30 p.m. The Murray State

Jan. 20

were notified.

~.23 p.m. The Murra)' State Po-

lice issued a verbal warning for
driving on the sidewalk in the
Curris Center parking lot and
took an infimnntiun report.

Jan. 23
8:31am. T he Murray State Police issued a verbal wa rning for
disregarding a stop sign at the
University Square parking lot.
li:3l a.m. A caller reported they
locked their ke)'S in their car in
the franklin College parking
lot. T he Mu rray State P~llice

Jan. 21
8:41 p.m. A caller reported three
in franklin College with all
.~~~~~~~--1~

Po-

were notified.
2:56 p.m. A ticket writer req uestl.'d a vehicle check in,
Stewart Stadi um parki ng lot.
The Mu rr<~y St :.~tc Police w<'re
notified an d Issued a citation
issued to Austyn Dell, fr~~sh
man from Malden, Mo., for im·
pro per registr.H ion and no
rt.•gistration plate.
I

Jan.24
10:01 a.m. A caller repo n ed a
vehicle with an unattended
dog in it. T he Mur ray State Police were nu tificJ and l•>ok :m
information rcp\lrt.
4:30 p.m. A caller reported a
motor vehicle accident without injury in the Curris Center
parking lot. Thl• Murray State
Police were notified and took
a collision report.
8:27 p.m. A caller reported the
smell of martjuana coming
from a roum in 'White College.
TI1e Murray State Police were

notified and took an informa·
tion report.

Jan.2S
8:05 am. A caller reported an
injury accident o n Collcgt•
Farm noad. The Murray Statt·
Pohcc and Murray 1\llici.' De·
p:utmcnt were notified.
9:25 a m. A caller requested
extra patrol in the New Fine
A11s Buildmg. The Murray
State Police were notified.
11:50 p.m. A caller reported
gr11ffiti in Racer Arena. The
Murray St.1tc Police were noU·
ficJ and touk a report for third
dl~grcc criminal mischief.
Motorist llssists -l
Racer escorts- 2
Arrc~ts • 0

.Assistant News Eduor Haley
Uussell compiles I'olice Bear
' wttll materials provided by

Public Safety. Not all dis·
patched calls arc lisced.

f.
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MONDAY NIGHT WINGS
SERVING 40 CEN.T WINGS
7:30P.M. TO CLOSE

••••••••••••••••••
JOJN us FOR TRIVIA!
WEDNESDAYS AT 7P.M.
HAPPY HOUR
M ONDAY- FRIDAY

SATURDAY

3-6 P.M.

11 A.M .-6

P.M .

Sign a new lease for
Fall 2012, and you
will be entered
Corner of lOth & Arcadia •

759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres

WWW .BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM

into a drawing for
an IPad 2.

.JL. Love Big Apple? ~~Like Us" on Facebook.
a...J

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
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Oplnloo Editor: John Walker
Phone: 809-5873
Twitter: MSUNewsOpinion

Our View

Buildings are friends
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
The recent Board of Regents
decision to raze Ordway Hall is
raising more questions than
buildings. How can University
buildings be neglected for so
long? And how do we keep this
from happening to many of our
other buildings on campus?
This issue may not seem
important to a growing campus
full of new facilities. But these
buildings are a vital part of the
history and culture of the University. Around campus students
use a diverse amount of structures for their studies and experiences throughout their college
career.
Across the country colleges
and universities proudly show
off their prestige through their
aging infrastructure. How this
opportunity crept past our own
school is unknown.
We can no longer stand by
while the foundations of our university fall apart before our very
eyes.
The only people who can keep
other historical buildings from
reaching this point are the ones
we look at in the mirror.
It is the job of all students, faculty, staff and administrators to
report any problems discovered
in buildings across campus.
Students may not recognize
that many of the buildings they
are using are original to campus.
These include Wilson Hall and
Wrather Auditorium. No matter

how beautiful our new buildings,
with their red bricks and white
columns, we cannot pretend the
present is the past.
Fooling ourselves only leads to
more Ordways and more loss of
an important history to this campus and the entire region.
President Randy Dunn said the
issue is not the lack of wanting to
preserve these buildings but a
lack of funds.
"'And the question becomes
how long can we live with Ordway until we would be able to
either secure enough donations
or gather enough money from
other sources to renovate it,"
Dunn said. "And I think the
answer to that question, as
everybody looked at it, would
likely be many years."
Dunn said Ordway should be
an example of how not to take
care of our campus.
"The condition that Ordway
deteriorated to did not happen
just over a few years," Dunn said.
"That was an outcome years ·and
years in the malting. I do think it
provides an object lesson on the
fact we have to be good stewards
of the buildings that we have."
A late lesson learned is better
than nothing learned at alL The
best course of action now is in
moving forward with a plan to
save the many other neglected
buildings on our wonderful campus. If not for ourselves, then for
those who will use this campus
long after us.
Let us all hope this is the case
and in the future we, as a University, do a better job.

Don't forget to visit us at
thenews.org
and follow us on Twitter
@MSUNewsOpinion

h,••explore
,•... off campus?

Where do you go?
"I like to go to the pool at Camp Wow.
They have a huge waterslide, and it's really
awesome in the summer"
John King • Louisville, Ky.
senior

"I go to Chestnut Park a lot. It's nice to go
walk around on a beautiful day."
Jennifer Johnson· Paducah. Ky.
senlor

"I love to go to that little creek that runs
downtown, it feels like you're no longer in
Murray. It's a good escape from school."
Hana Steinke • Geneva.lll.
I
•
JUnior
1

Kylie Townsend!Contributing photographer

I

The News·
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features Editor • 809·5871
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Cartoon by Madeline Bartley

Campus Voice

Watch out for RicK~ant.gmm
The not so decisive victory of
Mitt Romney in the Iowa caucus
has a lot of people talking about
the guy he almost lost to, a certain
former senator from Pennsylvania
named Rick Santorum. Whether
or not Santorum has the ability to
capitalize on his strong showing
in Iowa going forward in the
Republican presidential primaries
junior from
is something I'll leave to the punBenton, Ky.
dits and the Republican rank-andme, but there is something to be said about the candidate himself going into the general election,
whether or not Santorum is the Republican nominee.
Although universally pinned as the "anti-birth control, anti-abortion and anti-gay marriage" candidate
representing the Republican Party's hard-right, none
of those monikers really help explain why Santoru.m
did so well in Iowa.
What does is the continued emphasis that Santorum has put on rebuilding the United States' declining manufacturing base, which, although it has
shown some signs of life over the past few months, is
still in a state of relative decline compared to where
it was when Santorum entered the House of Representatives in 1991.
Santorum talks a good game about manufacturing
and this probably helped him in a state that has a relatively strong manufacturing sector and, like the rest
of the country, a working class majority concerned
with the erosion of American manufacturing and
fears concerning China's rise as an industrial power.
Make no mistake - Santorum is no friend of labor.
Like the rest of the Republican ~d. he is an avowed
enemy of the labor movement and of its aims. While
a member of Congress, he racked up a zero (zero
being the worst, 100 being the best) lifetime rating
from the AFL-CIO on worker's issues. He has consistently voted in favor of unfair trade deals (voting
in favor of favored trade status with China, the Central American Free Trade Agreement, free trade with
Chile, Singapore, Oman and Andean nations among
others), voted twice against raising the minimum
wage (in 1999 and 2005), supports the privatization
of Social Security and voted against ending tax

Elizabeth Johnson
Editor·in·Chief • 809·6877

Austin Ramsey
News Editor • 809·4468
John Walker
Opinion Editor • 809·5873

0

Ryan Richardson
Online Editor • 809-5877
Shannon Stafford

Advertising Manager • 809·4478

AIHe Do1J9Iass
Photography Editor • 809·5878
Joe HedQes
Adviser • 809-2998

breaks for companies that ship jobs overseas. His
website declares that lie wants to sign "five free
trade agreements" his first year (god forbid) as President of the United States. With this kind of record,
it seems ludicrous that Santorum has any appeal at
all among blue collar voters, but the fact that he's
bringing manufacturing and industrw policy back
on the agenda for this year's election makes him the
most dangerous man in the room from my perspective as an Obama voter.
Let's not be fluid with the facts here - American
manufacturing is making a bit of a recovery under
President Obama, and it would be unfair to assert
that Obama's policies haven't ·had anything to do
with it.
Under President Obama, we have made great
strides toward actual enforcement of trade law and
have had a miniscule (but still important) debate on
the effect of Chinese currency manipulation on our
industrial base. But it would be wrong and foolhardy
for the Democrats not to counter Santorum's appeal
and ignore the issue of manufacturing. Santorum
knows this, and that's why he's doing everything he
can to use the issue as a bludgeon against not only
the President, but against his own party's likely standard-bearer, Mitt Romney.
The best way for Democrats going forward is to
make manufacturing and good paying American jobs
a priority for 2012 and beyond. Santorum's voters
don't like Mitt Romney, but they're going to have to
have a good reason for them to pull the lever for
Obama over him in November. What better way to
do that than to focus on American manufacturing as
the centerpiece of the Democrats' plan for economic
recovery?
If Obama can follow up on the rhetoric of the campaign with actual, pro-manufacturing legislation
(which would of course be generously helped out by
a progressive majority in the House), he can win
these voters back to the Democratic Party after long,
painful decades in the political wilderness. America's blde collar majority deserves better, and while it
won't get that under a President Santorum, it can
certainly get it under a President Obama with a progressive majority in the House willing to do the right
thing for the American working man.

Write to usf
The News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor.letters should be 300 words or less. Con·
tributors should include phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown. classification and
title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be between 600 to 800 words The News
reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. No anonymous contributions will be accepted. All
contributions should be turned In by noon on Tuesday of each week via email or thenews.org. Contribu·
tlons to The News are the opinion of the author and not that of The Murray State News.

From the front Designed by Elizabeth Johnson/The News •
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Multicultural Affairs hosts MLK event
Olivia~

Staff writer
In observance of ~
Luther King Jr., the odei*
Multicultural Affairs Jkeld a
panel ~n last Wfdaesday to remember his legacy.
King wu bom Jan. IS. 1929"
~ dedicated his career to
civil activism. On Aprll4.1968
he was ~inated by Tames
Earl Ray on the balcony of his
motel room in Memphis,
Tenn.
Panel members included
Mayor Bill Wells, Sabrina Dial,
director of equal opportunity.
Brian Clardy, president of
Black Faculty and Staff and
assistant history PfOfessor.
Ryan Hudson, president of
Alpha Phi Alpha, Steven Jones.
professor in the department of
health and human services,
Rev. Rinzee Stansberry of
Mount Olivia Baptist Church
in S.c. and Constance Ashby,
president of blac~ student
council and vice president of
Alpha Kappa Alpha.
The panel members articulated how King affected their
lives and recogniztd how his
activism is stlll carried on
today.
Jones said in his ~rs of
teachiq be bu found that
most students do not bow
much about what segregation
was like.
Jones said, like King, be
grew up an African-American

man and spent lDllDY years of
hi$ life living segregated and
shared some of thole experiences in the discussion.
Jones said when he was
younger he took the bus to
visit relatives in Mayfield, Ky.,
and was forced to sit in the
back even though there were
other seats available in the
fronL
He said his aunt was a cook
at a diner in a pharmacy in
Mayfield and when he went to
see her at work. he was not
allowed to sit at the counter
where she served food.
Welfs said one of his
favorite quotes to describe
Kin& is, "The ultimate measure of a man is not where he
stands in times of ~m!ort. b!.l~
where he stands in times of
challenge."

Wells .-w I'Wzg is ildalirablt
because hillife was dedicated

d~e

te otberl.
"Uie's most persisterlt and
urgent question is what ue
you doins for others," he said.
"I admire what King did."
He said King set an example
by overcomiJll obstacles and
being a selfless human beln&"He came from a middle
class family and could haw
taken some euiet roads:
Wells said. "It kind of reminds
me of the road less taken. He
did that time aad time again.''
At aae 35, KiDs betaine tbe
}'OUJI8etlt IIW1 to receive tbe
Nobel Peace Priae.
He d~-tbe $54,123 prize
.money to t.be ~ of

epeeciiM
Dial taicl Klq sbould be
CCND~Demorated
everJday
becau8e of his everyday c:ontributiQDI to America.
"I wilh tbat we could have
<panel dilcullions) weekly so
lt could raise the awareness of
what Dr. Martin Luther KiDs
Jr.'s IMIIIP WU.,. Dial said.
Sbe sa1d the panel dilcuasion pve participants the
chance to deliberate wbat
K1ng's meuqe meant to tbem
and pve a aew petspec:d;e at

the civil JiPrs moverllent.
Dur\0$

movement,

the

In

clvli rigbts
order to
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Murray State

regtotld iimpas
starts grad program

segrtptkJa;. Etna
awrll't' of 208

a,_..

towbobe-.
tbellkl people dlleed to
be ac:tt.ists fer dYil rfllats
to4ay and coadluae to .rebd
~ dlscrim1nation.
Contact MedOvich at
bmrdovich@murtayState.tdu.

University bids to regain GSP students
~.... AIIdenoll

S

wnter

The University is amid a re-bid to be a
host school for the Governor's Scholan
Program this semester.
The program allows upco. high
school seniors to live on one of three Kentucky collqe campuses for five weeks out
of the suauner.
.President Randy Dwm, Bob Jackson. vice
president for Institutional Advancement.
Dan Lavit, assistant
of Dis-

Christmas to gain .feedbMk on past propos-

als.
Don Robertson. vice president of Student Affairs, said GSP aclministration
chooses which IChools host the prosram
after loQJdaa at bids &em otblk .cull4~
He said tt puts dae t1.rd,_Mr.iia:• .bftc:ei,
~a tor,~--~-~
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The annual Soybean Day was recognized on Tuesday in the CfSBCenter. At the event, both Kip Cullers and Damian Mason discussed their aQrlcuttural backorounds.

Soybeans
take event's
center stage
Chris Wilcox
Staff writer
Murray State's Hutson School of Agriculture
and the .Kentucky Soybean Board hosted the
eighth Annual Soybean Promotion Day lUesday.
Faculty, stafl~ student and community members attended the C\'ent held in the CFSB Cen·
ter's Murray Room.

Also in attendance were Mayor Bill Wells,
Davey Stevens, a Kentucky Soybean Association
Representative, and Dennis Clark, member of
the Kemucky Soybean Prumotion Board.
Among the seminar~ and discussions, two featured speakers were highlighted.
Kip Cullers. a world-record soybean producer, farms in Purdy, Mo., growing corn. soybeans.
green beans and winter spinach. He also contracts for poultry production. Cullers grows on
nearly 4.600 acres and mana~es an additional
6,000 corn acres for a New Z-.·aland dairy operation. He has won first :md second place from
the National Corn Growers Association and has
set the world record for the amount of bushels
of soybeans grown per acre three times.
Damian .Mason graduated from Purdue Uni·
versity with a degree in agricultural economics.
He is known as u professional speaker, entertainer and author.
He serves as president o" Green Horizons
Incorporated, a domestic services company.
The event started with an introduction by
Tony Brannon, dean of the Hutson School of
Agriculture.

University partners with other
colleges in aquatic research
Samantha ViUanueva
Staff writer
Murray Statl' teamed up with many other uni·
vl·rsilies around the country and the National
Science Foundation to conduct experiments on
numerous aquatic ccw;ystcms in variuu~ locations in the Western hemisphere, which are
expected to last for the next five years.
Michael Flinn, professor in the department of
science, engineering and technology, is the University's liason in the project.
He, along with a group of colleagues from and
around Murray are all part of a national campaign whose goal is to determine if the experimenting mt.•thods arc in proper order.
"There arc two things that the project reall)·
focuses on," he said. "The first and main thing is
answering a constant question in the field of
ecology- arc the meth\lds that arc used to test a
small arl.!a or t•cosystcm for various things be
applied to assume answers for a much larger
ecosystems?"
' Flinn said the project ulso provides Murra)'
and surrounding towns new w;1ys to have a
deeper understanding of what really goes on in
the many lakl'S and rivers.
''This is abo a b'TC3t oppununity to develop
methods In trying to understand the numerous
bodies of water surrounding Murray," he said.
Flinn said the second goal is to make sure that
the methods used in this project arc the correct
methods to usc in bigger experiments.
"The second obJective is to provide a much
l:uger research project conducted by the
National Ecological Obscr\'atory Network
(N.E.O.N) the validations that these methods
actually work," he said. "Hopefully we can find
that by studying the ecosrstcm which arc on a
small scalt', we can find clear answers to even
~m entire continent."
Flinn said the same methods used in N.E.O.N

and the project can be applit•d to understanding
the bodies of water in un around, southwestern
Kcmucy.
..There are a lot of questions about the many
rivers and lakes in this area and by having the
validation tlur the methods arc accurate, we can
be one step closer to providing answers," he
said.
Walter Dodds, the main ecologist behind the
project and a professor at Kansas State, said the
project is also designed to help understand how
nature coexists nnd affects itself in a marine
environment
"We are interested in how we can understand
an entire stream just by measuring a little bit,"
he said. "We also want to s<.'C if and how animals
influence basic ecosystems."
The goal for the project, Dodds said, is to not
only set up n foundation for N.H.O.N but ~lso
test the <•cosystems fur many details, such as
rocks, animal life and other marine geographic
and organic factors.
"This is not so much a trial run, but more a
preliminary experiment fl)r N.E.O.N and other
projects on that level," he said. "Along with that,
we hope tu figure out tw(l things having to do
with water quality. One Is the connection
between water quality and human use while the
second is water quality and the animal influence."
There will be u total of 30 collaborators from
around the country, ran&-ing from graduate students, professors and government officials contrubuting to this researuh
.At this point all project meetings are prclimi·
nary but with time frame expectations, more
decisive steps can be taken as early as next year.
Similar experiments will be conducted in
streams located in Puertu Rico. North Carolina,
Kansas and Alaska.
Contact
Villanueva
at .svillanucva@

murraystate.eclu.

Brannon said more than 300 people came to
this event.
"This is the biggest .turnout we've ever had
and that's great because we need to take u stand
for agriculture," Brannon said. "It's our state':;
No. 1 industry and it's importnnt to our region
and this University."
After he gave thanks to the contributor::. he
introduced Cullers.
Cullers spent the majority of his session
reaching the ways by which ht' grows crops.
products he uses and his exact learned mcthuds.
He told the audience thcrc was no trick to his
successes hut that he was constantly experimenting with his methods.
''I've never learned from my successes, only
my failures," Cullers said. "I won th~l fir.st soybean award completely by accident."
After Cullers' ses:.ion. Brannon and Rhea Ann
Wright. academic servicc.s coordinator at the
Hutson School of Agriculture, held a mffie. Several types and quantities of seed were given
away.
Following the raffle, Murray State Catering
provided an informal dinner consisting of bar-

The event br0t19ht the larQest crowd In three years
with more than 300 people In attendance.
becue beef br.isket and pork tenderloin.
Mason told jokes and described his prevalence in th<! farming community.
He wa~ raised on a dairy {<Jrm and was the
youngest of nine children and :.aid, because of
that, he know~ a lot about agriculture.
"I have farm roots, which is why I was asked
to come ami spL•ak at this Soybean Promotion
Day," Mason said.
Among the many agriculture stud\.'nts attending was Amie Buckman, senior from Union
County, Ky.. who said the event wns wonderful
because it gives farmers the <.·hancl' to get
together and better the facl' of agriculture's
changing modem roles.
Jeremiah Johnson. Student Govcmml~nt Association president and Sl'nior from Hopkinsville,
Ky.• said opportunities like Soybean Promotion
Day happen all the time.
"This event helps with academic outreach
and allow~ students to get an cxpt!ricncc of
what really happens out there su we can stay
cutting-edge," Johnson said.

Contact Wilcox at c:wilcox2@murraystate.edu.

LoveH lobby upgrade
.....r..:

~

Austin RamseyfTht• Nl'ws

AFacilities ManaQement employee removes wooden shelving from Lovett Auditorium Wednesday afternoon.
Renovations beQan on the University's auditorium early Tuesday as part of a tess than $300.000 project to
add additional restrooms on the east side of the lobby and a concession stand on the west side. The project
was funded throuoh donations.

Community, University battle late-night severe storms
Olivia Medovicb
Staffwritl'r
As high winds, quarter·
sized hall and two tornadoes
swept through Calloway
County late Sunday night, stu·
dents crowded together in
their powerless residential
colleges and took cover.
Local TV and radio stations
had predicted severe storms in
the community for most of the
da)'· Althuugh isolated torna·
docs were possible, the
National Weather Service in
Paducah, Ky.. set the threat as
rel:~tively low.
Meteorologists suggested
the storms would arrive some
time around 7 p.m .. but most
readers reported scdng severe
activity much later in the
evening - around 10 p.m.
According to the NWS, the
severe weather event was
caused by a high-pressure system interacting with the
warmer low pressure swath of
air that had .SI.lttled over the

;;

Nate Brelslord/1/,e News

St\Jdents Inresidential colleges struogle with no li(Jht after astrikeof llohtnillQ caused a circuit to cwemeat. leavlllQ most of campus In the dark.
region for several days.
The heart of the storm, centered south of Murray ncar
Paris, Tenn.. caused high
winds and haiL umit.ed tor-

nadic weather symptoms were
seen. c."<ccpting an F1 tornado,
which set down in Hazel, Ky.,
at U:03 p.m.. and caused peak
winds of up to 9S mph.

That tornado uprooted hundreds of trees, leveled two
garages and caused other
more minor property damage
in southern Calloway County.
In Murray, there were several reports of egg-sized hail,
heavy rain and damaging
wind. but to most students,
the event was unnerving and
mostly in the dark.
Sirens sounded around 11
p.m. and Public Safety issued
an all clear at 11:25 p.m.
All of the residential colleges, with the exception of
Old Richmond and franklin,
along with the Wellncss Center, Winslow and College
Courts lost power around 9:30
p.m. due to an electrical circuit outage.
Kim Oatman. chief facilities
management officer, said the
dectrical circuit outage was
caused by a lightning strike at
Elizabeth Residential College.
That strike caused a power
surge through the very line to
which most residential col-

leges are connected.
Oatman said the surge
caused a building-wide power
outage due to a foundation circuit failure.
He said Facilities Management is still investigating the
cause.
Oatman said Old Richmond
and Franklin residential colleges are different circuit than
the rest of the dorms, which
prevented the surge from
completely eliminating power
from those residential colleges
fot· the same extended period
of time.
''Richmond and Franklin did
lose. power periodically," Oatman said. "But it eventually
came hack on."'
He said Facilities Management Initially fnund no signific3nt damage, hut one area at
the Faculty Club on 14th Street
experienced water seepage
through the roof during the
night's heav}' storms.
"We won't know for sure
until we have another rain to

see if our roofs were damaged
fur sure," Oatman said.
He said with the relatively
mild wintC'r, it is hard to predict what type of weather we
will see during the usually
storm-heavy spring.
wwe are probably going to
see an increase in the frequency of storms," he said. 'We are
probably going to see a little
more damage than what we
nrc used to."
He said f~•cilities Manage·
ment is prepared to deal with
the possihle severe weather.
"We have :mmcone at our
central plant <1! all times and is
kind of the central point of
observation and control," he
S<~id. "We call people in th:Jt
we need. We have people and
equipment backed up and
ready to go."
According to the NWS in
Paducah, the damage in Calloway Count}' is estimated
around $50,000.
Contact
Medovich
al

om<>dovlch@murraystat<>.edu.
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Illegal Man·Downfield

Unashamed
A~ crush is a funny thing. It
can make many men feel weird,
awkward and a bit ashamed of
themselves. But the truth is, every
man has one.
All men look to someone whom
they admire and wish to be like:
That's all a man crush is. Why am
I telling you this? Because I am
not ashamed to- admit that I have
man crushes - many in fact. I am
sports writer, therefore I have to Assistant Sports
talk about athletes. However, if
Editor
you catch me out on campus, ask
me ;tbout the many other man crushes I have outside
of sports. I'm not partial to men with athletic ability.
Anyhow, Jet's take a look at my top three man
crushes in the sporting world, shall we?
Peyton Hillis

ll'lRRJf
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leader, maturing, becofrlng a man, and be
always has a quote or something for us and it's
just great. He always tells us he's not the most
holy person but he always wants us to push
Murray State, the only undefeated men's
basketball team in the country. is not slowing
ourselves and pushes us to the limit that he
knows we should be at."
down, backing down or looking down.
Instead, the Racers (20.0, 8-0) are keeping
Prolun was hired as head coach in May after
their eyes up.
serving as an assistant for 13 years including
Those two words have become a frequent
five seasons at Murray State under former
coach Billy Kennedy.
hasbtag on Murray State Coach Steve Prohm's
Twitter before and after games and bas
"I was mentored by coach Kennedy and
become a team mantra.
from working with him I was challenged to
Inspiration for coaching comes from a varigrow in my faith," Prohm said. "I'm not perfect
ety of places for the first year coach who most
by any means. I've got a long way to go but
recently used a lesson from the Bible to illuswith the situation rm in, just like Jesus Christ,
you have a platform to lead other people and
trate the mantra for his 20-0 team.
"There's a passage in the Bible about Gideon
that's the position I'm in with the basketball
program at Murray State. I'm a leader in the
in the book of Judges, Judges 7. and it's a story
on Gideon and taking his troops into battle,"
community and a leader here on campus and I
Prohm said.
need to, in my dally interactions and my deciThe story continues as God tells Gideon to
sions each and every day being the leader of
decrease the number of his troops taken into
this program, make decisions that influence
battle from 22,000 to 300 by taking the solpeople and help people whether it's my players or people in this community."
diers to water and choosing the 300 based on
how they drank.
Despite its perfect season, the team isn't
"Whichever ones lapped up the water like a
focused on records.
Ollt of---'.._
"We don't think about it much, to be hQndog, don't take them because they
control and wild," Pr'obnl paraphrased. "But
est," Prohm said. "We talk about it briefly, but
the ones who drink the water With their eyes
the oilly thing we're talking about is winning
up and at a good pace, very steady and very
the next game and that's why we talk about
focused, those are the 300 you're going to take,
eyes up. Another buddy of mine told me about
'I'm doing a great work and I don't want to
so that's where ('eyes up') comes from."
The team (No. 9 ESPN/USA Today Coaches
come down.' What that talks about is when
Poll and No. ll AP) uses the phrase to stay
Nehemiah was rebuilding the wall in
focused.
Jerusalem and people were trying to take him
"It means just keep focused on the straight
away from doing that and get his mind on
path, don't get sidetracked don't look to your
other things. he told them, 'I'm doing a great
work and I'm not coming down,' and I told our
left, don't look to your right, just keep
straight," returning senior forward Ivan Aska
guys that the other day: we're doing great
things and don't let anyone take you down off
said. "Just stay as a family, stick together, trust
the system and if everybody plays their role
this wall."
we're going to be fme."
Poole agreed with his coach.
The team has set numerous records this sea"You can't get caught up in personal accoson including the best start for a rookie coach
lades or people talking ..Wout your team so
as well as the best start and longest winning
highly because you don't want to becoxne complacent," Poole said. "I think that's a downfall
streak in Murray State history and senior
guard Jewuan Long said be admires the way
of people who become successful, they get
Prohm coaches.
successful and they either forget what they've
"He's done a good job," Long said.' "Such as
done to get to that point or they thlnk that
the eyes up story and for every game be has a
they've done enough so they relax and I think
different story, whether it's another NCAA
once you relax that's when you lose or that's
when things start going bad for you.
basketball team or a story in the Bible, to keep
us bumble and to relate it to our lives and bas"So I just think you have to stay grounded to
ketball and he does a good job showing us how
what you've been born to do so we've been
it can happen to us if we don't keep doing a
built to be a team, be together, always work
hard, be the toughest team, dominate defengood job staying humble."
Senior guard Donte Poole said Prohm's relasively and we've got.. to continue to do those
things and the moment we start forgetting one
tionsbip with God shines through his leadership and desire for the team to become leaders
thing or letting people come in and do this or
on and off the court.
start letting people influence our team, we'U
"He gave us all leadership handbooks at the
lose."
beginning of the year," Poole said. "There's
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@
verses in there about everything, being a
murraystate.edu.
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rU be honest: I know absolutely nothing at all
about Mike Fischer, except for the fact that he is married to Carrie Underwood. I think he plays hockey or
something, but who cares; we live in Kentucky. l
admire Mike Fischer because he scored one of the
most beautiful women in the world so I know be bas
to have some swagger about him. I just Googled pictures of him and he's not attractive at all. So that
makes it even better that he scored such a beautiful
woman. This guy is married to Carrie Underwood
and is ugly. Like I said, I know nothing about Fischer;
so, he may suck at scoring goals or he may not, but
one thing is for sure: he is phenomenal at scoring
women. You know what? I'm not even going to put a
picture of him on here. Everyone just enjoy this picture of Carrie Underwood instead. That's all Fischer
is known for anyway.
TimTebow

K•rt•:ott1,~ni

Team keeps eyes up
Sophie McDonald

....JL

and Ryan

Teammates Isaiah canaan. Ed Daniel and Donte Poole are three starters who have carried the Racers to a2<Kl start and the title of the last undefeated NCAA team.
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courtesy
l .wordpress.com
Peyton Hillis is the starting running back for the
Cleveland Browns. He is also the cover boy for Madden Football2012, and for good reason: The dude just
looks good. There's really is no other way to put it.
The things I admire most about Hillis are his looks
and athletic ability. What guy doesn't admire a man
of Hillis' stature? The dude is jacked!
Hillis' arms are the size of baby elephants, and his
legs are the same width of most ~olumns that you see
on colonial style houses. Not only is he more swole
than a Russian wolfhound (Google Russian
wolfbounds; They really aren't jacked at all and they
are a hideous breed of dogs) but he also runs the 40
in 4.5 seconds. He's jacked and fast! That's a combination I would love to have. He also sports a very
clean beard and talks with a nice southern draw.
Mike Fischer

Photos by

Us vs. Them
Murray State vs. Bethel (EiiJitiGn)

77-32
State vs. Harris-Stowe

76-49
State vs. Tennessee Temple

83-41'
Murray State vs ~~~;ma-Bi1Jfm

wv

6

4

State v: ~!~ka-Anchorage

Murray state ~ ~n Fra,!!'

76

State vs. SouthernMississippi

90-81

urray State vs. Lipscomb

89-65
urray State vs. UT·Martin

78-54

courtesy
I'm sure the majority of y'all are tired of hearing
about Tim Tebow, and I'll be honest; so am L However, you just can't help but like the guy. Tebow is a
man of discipline, determination, encouragement,
humility and t.he list goes on and on. But the attribute
I admire most about Tebow is he is 100 percent completely unashamed of who is. The man is constantly
ridiculed, watched, made fun of and critiqued. I've
never seen an athlete capture the eyes of fans quite
like Tim Tebow bas. It's like the whole world is
watching closely to point out his mistakes and see
him fail. I cannot even begin to imagine the enormous amount of pressure he faces. However through
the good times and the bad times of his tiny NFL
career Tim Tebow stands fl.rm in his faith and trust
in God, and is totally unashamed of what be believes
and the person he is. Whether you be Christian, Muslim, Voo-doo practitioner, black or white; any man
who is true to himself, unashamed of who he is and
selflessly pursues greater things is man crush .material in my eyes.
Contact Stinson at dstinson@murraystate.edu.
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Rifle

Coach
Spotlight:
Alan LoHar
Athletic trainer, teacher, coach pushes team toward conference championship
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer

\

When told that he would be featured in the
spotlight he said simply that he didn't want it.
With his fifth year as head coach of the Racer
rifle team coming to a close, after winning OVC
Coach of the Year and after helping his team
fight its way into its second consecutive NCAA
tournament. Alan Lollar docs not want the spotlight.
Instead, Lollar spoke almost exclusively of his
shooters. what he's learned from them and his
path toward a job he so clearly loves.
Though his coaching position is one he 'wouldn't trade or compromic;e now, it was not one that
he initially thought he'd be taking.
"I graduated from Mississippi State in 1980,"
Lollar said. "I've been an athletic train(•r ever
since. I worked at the University of Richmond
and Ok• Miss before coming here. I got my master's degree at Murray State. In 1992 when 1 came
hack as a full time assistant athletic trainer I met
thl' (rifle) coach, Elvis Green, and started help·

ing him. Be started teaching me about the !iport."
Though he was uninitiated with the sport
when first introduct>d to the Racer rifle team,
Lollar spent several years before bc~uming head
coach cultivating relationships with other
coaches and learning from Grl'en.
"The first big thing I had to do with rifle was
the first year we hosted the championships after
I came back," Lollar said. ''Coach Green was the
tournament ditector for that championship and
trying to do that and coach the team was a lot.
After that championship we talked and the next
time we hosted I was the tourname.nt director so
he could focus on coaching the team. That's how
I got to know the other coaches around the country and how I started to learn the sport and stay
a lot closer to it."
Regardless of his interest, Lollar bad a lot to
learn about huw to intt•ract ~vilh his shooters S{l
the work he gets out of them is consistently their
best.
"It's like any Lime you're dealing with pt•ople.''
Lollar said. "It's about learning to handle individuals in different ways thar help get the besl

out of them. I've alwnys liked the definition of
leadership that it's getting people to do what ihey
don't want to do. That's a lot of coac.hing, too. It's
getting them to do what they n<.'l'U to do to get
better and trying to help them to believe in themselves."
As far as senior shooter Ashley Rose is concemcd, he's been successful.
"He really tailors his coaching style to the in·
dividual and the le\·el you're shooting at." Rose
said. "I think growth for our team is a two war
street. He's taught us how to be mentally tllltgh
and has pushed us in that aspect of shooting. but
we've pushed him to lco~rn more about how to
hclpu~
·
"He's taught me how to communicate what 1
m·ctl on the line to him and that's one pi<ll'C that
I really struggled coming in. It's not that I didn't
know how to communicate, he just helped me tt1
break down what I was saying, .which helped me
understand the problems I was having."
Thoullh L.ollnl'\ coaching tt.•chniquc has taken
time to evolve. Rose feels that his willingness to
learn and listen t.o his shooters has hdped the

team, including Lollar. to improve.
"Starting out it was kind of rough," Rose said.
"I got here during his first year as official head
coach so he was still learning. He definitely
struggled at first, but he worked hard to learn
more about our sport, how we think and the
things that we need. I think be's definitely· grown
as a coach and grown the team as a whole...
ln turn, the team has impacted Lollar, giving
him a rich insight into not just the sport, but
what it takes to be the kind of shooter he has
been so passionate in coaching.
"I want people to understand the commitment,
desire and work that our shooters put into what
they do,.. Lollar said. "£ think a lot of people
equate it to recreational shooting. There's nothing recreational about what we do. They train
just as hard as anybody else does they just do it
in a different way. It's not running and jumping
it's staying still and being very precise and it's
handling things in a good mental and emotional
way that's at a level that amazes me at times."
Contact
Ledbetter at
kyra.ledbetter@
murruystate.edu.

Men's Tennis

Sports Philanth~opy

Young team readies
for UT-Chattanooga

Student hired with Reds foundation
Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor
The Cincinnati Reds are about to get a Racer.
Senior Trey Jurgens will be working as a
Community Outreach and Game Day Operations intern for the Cincinnati Reds Community Fund after he graduates in May.
double
in youth and non-

Carty Besser
Staff writer
After wrapping up the fall schedule at the Murray State Invitational, Lhc tennis team is preparing to compete against its first opponent of the spring schedule. University ofTennessec·Chattanooga.
"It feels gre~ll to be out here hitting and getting ready for another
year," Head Coach Mell'urcell said. "It's been fun getting to work
with m~w players and preparing them for spring."
The fall matches serve the purpose of getting the Racers ready for
the spring season, which b where it really counts..Fall matches are
considered scrimmage matches and spring is when matches count
toward the team's record.
"It's good that our younger guys got to play a lot of tennis in the fall
and get experience," Purcell said. "They worked hard and they're get·
ting used to playing good competition."
Recently the Racers have shown hopeful advantage in the singles
cut~gorr with freshman Daniel Heibel, who left the Murray State 1n\'ttatil'l1al with two singles victories as well as a doubles victory with
sophomore partner Dylan Gerlach.
Senior Jose Berardo earned another doubles. victory, alondside
~ophomort> Arthur Valle. Freshman Aleks Mitric joined Heibel and
Valle, l~aving the tournament with a singles victory.
Chattanooga has only one freshman on the roster and recently
competed against OVC opponent Tennessee lcch and defeatt..'d them
6-1. Approximately half of Murray State's tean1 is composed of freshmen this season and Purcell said there are setbacks to having such a
young team.
"The greate!it thing about having freshmen on the team is they become sophomores," he said. "But some of our former players from
l.tst year are going to help them out a lot.l'm not expecting too much
.
but they are ~howing hard work."
To be fierce competitors, Purcell said the Racers need to improve
on the chemistry of doubles teams as well as revamping singles play.
"Doubles now is our weakest spot because we really haven't played
any," he said. "We're working on it, but we only have had two ur three
matches to improve."
·
Statistically, the Racers won 29 percent of thtdr singles matches
and 30 percent of their doubles matches in 2011. During the same sea·
son, Chattanooga finished with 37 percent of singles matches won
and 40 percent of doubles matches won.
The Racers will have a home-court advantage with the added com·
fort of playing only 15 minutes from campus, which will make up for
lost time when Murray had only one home match during the fall sea·
son.
The Racers have developed a rivalry with Chattanooga when they
dropped a 6·1 decision to them last March, and the team is prepared
for the intense and difficult competition the Mucs can bring to the
table.
..They always have pretty good teams," Purcell said. "We haven't
beaten them in a while. You just have to make sure your guys arc
ready. Every team plays differently."
The Racers face the Mocs at ll:30 a.m. today nt Kenluke-Statc Re-sort Park in Aurora, Ky.
Contact Besser at cbesser@murraystate.edu.
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the Reds
auctory .,..~, ...........
and girls
character and com·
munity in young Reds fans.
''J am really qxcited for this opportunity because I have been a Reds fan since I could
walk," the 22-yJpr-old Fon Thomas, Ky., native
said. "Last yeai the Cincinnati Reds Commu·
nity Fund won jhe Steve Patterson Award for
Excellence in Sports Philanthropy, so not only
am I working for my favorite team, I am work-

"After exploring the nonprofit
sector, I knew that I wanted to
make an impact on Greater
Cincinnati young people through
the impact of sports heroes."
- Trey Jurgens

I ilc photo/N,ue Brd~ford

Senior Trey Juroens plays flag football for his fraternity, Sigma Phi Epsilon, last season.

ing at one of the best sports philanthropy or·
ganizations in the world."
Jurgens, who redshirted for the Racers football team in 2008, pla}·ed high school football
under the direction of coach Dave Mueller,
who was influential in his career path.
"Each year our football team would hold a
youth camp for school-age kids in the town but
it wasn't until man}' years later I looked back
and saw the impact that we had on those kids,"
Jurgens said. "After exploring the non-profit
sector, I knew that I wanted to make an impact
on Greater Cincinnati young people through
the impact of sports heroes."
Currently Jurgens, who credits his family for
his success. works as an iRacer through an internship with the athletic department in sports
lllilrkcting and promotions for students interested in pursuing a career in sports and is responsible for helping plan and run promotions
during sporting events as well as running RacerVision at basketball games.
Contart Mcl>onald at smcdonald3@
murraystate.edu.
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Men's Basketball

Open Mouth; Insert Football

Racer hoops scores
University history at 20-0

Coaches and their quirks

The record-setting 200·12 men'sbasketball team has played before two consecutive sold-out home crowds.

Aska rebounds from injury
has his concerns about Aska rebounding
from a fractured hand.
"l don't want him to play worried ~·bout
Senior Ivan Aska, sidelined the last
his injuries. he just needs tn go t'\tt 1lwre
three weeks due to a broken hand, has
play and have fun,"l)rohm said...He plays
been cleared to return to game action.
at a high level, a high h:vel of intensit}'. a
He proclaimed, "lmmmmmmm back·
high level of effort, he just needs to ria}'
kkkkkkkk" 110 his"'I'wkter ~like'that."
.
Aska, how~cr, said he is re-ady.
day morning and was retw eeted mor~
than 50 times.
"I'm very mentally pn.•parcd, I just have
Racer Nation has a right to be excited.
to remember it's like my tust dny oi pmc·
T he Fort Lauderdale, Fla., native
ticc.l can't take no days off, 1 can'r," A-.ka
started each of the first 14 games of the
said. ''We've got a couple of home games
season including the game against Eastleft, a couplc of away g::tmcs left and jusl
ern Illinois Dec. 30 when he broke his
a couple of games left of my college cahand in the first half. Now the leading rcreer and playing basketball s<.l I've gut to
bounder will make his return against the
go hard everyday and just get back in the
same team the Racers played when his inflow and it won't take me that long. We've
jury occurred.
got to keep dt)ing wh:!t we're doing; eyes
"I'm very excited just being back to inup."
teract with my teammates on the court·
Despite Aska's absence during the lns1
fully and just to be able to play," Aska
six games, the No. 9/11 r~mked Racers
said . "I'm just really happy though • I
maintained play and continued the pro·
can't tell you how happy I am, I'm just
gram's longest winning streak but are
glad to be back."
now focused on one thing: thl· next game.
The 6-fo<>t-7 forwa rd averaged 12.6
"We have to come in witb the same
points and six rebounds in his first 14
mind frame, nothing is going to change,"
games. The senior had played in 113 con junior guard Isaiah Canaan said. "We've
sccutive games before the injury.
just got to contim•c doing the things that
"Everybndy is excited," Coach Steve
have got us to this point. Come out. keep
Prohm said. "He's a huge part of ou r proworking each day at practice, work tln t>Ur
gram, a huge part of the success we've
healing for the littl~ aches and pains we
been able to have and a huge part of the
may have and do the things that have got
success this program has had over the last
us to this point."
couple of years.''
Contact McDonald at smcdunald3@
Excitement levels are high but Prohm
murraystate.edu.

Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor

Senior Ivan Aska returns Saturday after asix-game absence.

Many of the great head r----::::=---.
cuaches in sports had certain
trademarks or idiosyncrasies
that helped distinguish them
from the crowd. Bear Bryant had
his checkered fedora, Bob Knight
had his n~d sweater. Vince Lomhardi had his hat, scarf and
trench coat.
B(:yond the world of fashion,
B
some coaches have been defined
en
by their tt!rnpers. Again, Bob
, Morrow:
Knight comes to mind.
Sports colummst
Sadly, there arc some coaches who spend an en·
tire career piling up Hall of Fame numbers only to
finish with a tarnished career because they fell
asleep at t.hi.! wheel.
Sec recently departed Joe J>atemo.
Other coaches got caught up in a game and allowed one loltsy rtl~lmcnt tQ define what was an otherwise stellar coaching career.
Wovdy Hayes, tackling an opposing p layer. Lou
Holtz, brrabbing his own player's facemask.
Did l mention Bob Knight?
There is another way coaches are often remembered. There are some who, despite their greatness,
have some - shall we say - peculiarities that come
with the X's and O's. Great strategists whose immortality is lessened- or in some cases cementedby mere mortal oddities.
Here is a list nf my five favorites:
5. Thad Matta
THE Ohio State men's basketball coach's foib le
falls under the "one lousy moment" clause; but his
sin, which was so egregiously comm itted against all
things sanit:uy, could not in good conscience be ig·
nored.
During a game against Wisconsin in 2007, THE
coach wJs caught on camera picking his gum off the
tloor :md putting it back into his mouth. The video,
which went viral soon aftt.•r the game, shows an exdtcd Matta spitting hls gum onto the court while
.slwuting instructions to his team and quickly restoring the chew to its rightful place. THE coach explained :tfter the game that he adheres to the
thr~o~e-second rule, so no harm was done.
THE Ohio State University quickly rallied around
their coach, even as fans ami bloggers had a field day
with the video. THE Ohio .State Biology Department
later relenscd a statement confmning that it docs indeed take longer than three seconds for floor wax,
body sweat and tennis shoe dirt to contam inate a
piece of AHC chewing gum. Now we know.
4. Steve Proh.m
Although I hesitate to write anything to embarrass
the most popular man on Murray State's campus not
named Cana:m or Poole (and deservedly so), I must
point out the obvious.
Anyone who watched the ESPNU coverage of
Mum1y State's game a~;ainst STU-Edwardsville game
last Saturday noticed that Prohm went through more
than his fair share of Cliap Stick during the game.
ill factr-wben he w-.uil1t bw>y applying, he seemed
to be frantically atte!)1ptjng to lick every ounce o f
Lhe recently toul'hcd-up lip balm off of his face.
l'll be honest. The constant routine of"lick, apply,
repeat" fell somewh ere among the distracting, the
hilarious and thc disturbing, especially since I'm
quite sure he. wasn't ~vcn aware he was doing it. But
if C~:1ch wants to be pn TV, he'd better get used to
thinking ahout the infge he p uts forward.
Right now that image is a new coach with a
trcmt!ndous upside. Before long it could be as a
great coal'h with a petroleum•based trademark.
As i! is, I'm quite sure Prohm went through at
least four tubes on Saturday. T hat doesn't diminish
his role as a great coach, however. If the Racers keep
this run going, maybe he can score an endorsement
from Chap Stick as a spokesman.
May~c c,,ach knows,what he's doing after all.
3. John Thompson
The lcgendarr coach of Georgetown basketball
from 1972-1999, Thompson was primarily known for
two things: producing NBA-caliber post players and
donning a white cotton towel <m his shoulder during
games.'
Thompson, who would sweat profusely through
his suit~ while coaching, never paced the sidelines
without his trademark towel.

.

2. Jerry Ta.rkanian

·

Speaking of towels. Wow.
Tarkanian, head coach of UNLV from 1973-1992,
coached his Runnin' Rebs to more than 500 wins and
an NCAA championship with future NBA .stars like
L;arry Johnson, Stacey Augmon and Greg Anthony.
He also rarely went a game without a towel to
chew on.
1~1rk took John Thompson's trademark to a w~ole
new level. lnstead of using the towel for its typical
purpose, he would fold it neatly into a thick bundle
and u~e it as his chew toy during games.
1. Les Miles
The LSU football coach wiiJ go down as an elite
lender with probably more national titles under his
belt th;m the two be already holds. His record, however, should note more than his play calling on the
sidelines. It should also reflect his culinary preferences un t,tw sidelines.
'n) he more specific, les eats the sidelines.
Miles hac.! been spotted not once, not twice, but
many times kneeling down and eating blades of
grass while calling plays. The act has become some·
what of a ritual that Miles himself has laughed at un
ESJ>N Gamel>ay \~ommerdals.
This beats sucking on towels and eating Chap
Stkk :my day. Some of these things are subconscious
by nature. But grazing durjng the game?
That's tops in my book.
1

Contm:t Morrow at mmorrow@murraystate.edu.
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Softball

Intramurals

Tea1n preps for diamond action

Flag football
team goes
national

JadKohn
Staff writer

·me Murray State·softball team bas been picked to finish seventh in
the Ohio Valley Conference for the 2012 season.
Coa\:h Jay Pyron said be expected the team to place and is not worried.
"1 certainly don't trunk this is where we are going to finish," Pyron
said. "I think we have shown ourselves that this is the best team we
have ever had."
The last year the team was picked to finish seventhjls well but
ended the season ranked sixth.
"I just tried to explain to the team that nobody is going to start
picking them to finish first, second or third in the league until they start
finishing fll'st, second or third in the league," he said. "If we want that
kind of respect we have to earn iL"
This season the team has lost some vital players in its roster, which
originally worried Pyron, he said.
"A concern of mine was bow we would handle the loss of four
starters and a pitcher," he said. "It was the first time we ever had players graduate. We have lost players before but we never had to deal with
losing significant contributors due to graduation."
Losing key players can be a mental obstacle for the returning players. Pyron said.
"I think there was probably some concern on the players part, like
what are we going to do without their production," he said. "But stepping into the fall it didn't seem to be a focus for anyone."
Pyrons concerns turned out unnecessary. The players returned
this fall a more absolute team.
"You didn't see them missing this fall," be said. "We were deeper,
more complete and better in almost every area in spite of losing the
two best players in the league. 1t says a lot about how hard the returning players have worked to improve themselves and what the new player" have done to be able to step in and fill some of those faces."
This year pyron said for the first time he bas a complete, experienced team.
"Our recruiting, being in our third year, we are now at the point
where we don't have any glaring holes or weaknesses," he said. "We arc
complete as a unit and we have depth at positions for the first time."
Senior left fielder Megan Glosser agreed.
"This is the first year we have had multiple girls who can play multiple positions," she said. "If one girl is not getting the job done someone else can step in and do the job just as well.''
Fellow senior softball player, Chelscy Sullivan said she is impressed
with this team's work ctltic.
"Every workout we have everyone is cheering on and being positive," she said. "We get a lot done."
The players are confident about this season and are ready to prove
that they are better than seventh place.
uwe know that we are better than seventh and we will be," said Sullivan.
.
Softball play begins at the Dick~y·s Barbeque Pit Invitational on Feb.
18 against Southern Mississippi in Hattiesburg, Miss.
Contact Kohn at jkohn@murraystate.edu.
Chelsey Sullivan returns for her final season on the mound as aRacer.

Jonathan Ferris
Staff writer
Everyone knows about the ninth ranked Racer basketball team. However, not many people know of another top-20 Murray State team.
Over the break, the Has Beens and the Hester men's
ream traveled to Pensacola, Fla. to compete in the 2011
ACIS Flag Football National Championships.
Before earning an invit:Jtion to the national championships. both teams had to win the intramural tournament at Mur.ray State. Additionally, both teams chose
to travel to a regional tournament to compete against
other college teams from around the country.
"We wenr to regionals to play but also to scout out
some of the best competition we could see at nationals
if we made it there," Hester Captain Josh Jones said. "So
then we took some of the tactics and plays we learned
at regionals to come back and finish off the Murray
State championship. From there we took what we
learned at Murray State as well and went off to nationals.''
At nationals, teams competed in a round robin style
before a final field of32 teams faced off in a single elimination bracket format. Both the men's and the women's
teams advanced out of the round robin and into the 32
team playoff, where the women lost in the firSt round to
eventual national champion Florida A&M University.
The men faced two time defending national champion, North Carolina A&T In the first round. After a
long battle culminating in double overtime, the Hester
team lost by one point, However, the Hester men rallied back to win the next game and make the field of32.
The men won their first game in the rounds earned a
rematch with North Carolina A&T in the Sweet 16. The
men battled the defending champs to the end, but lost
by two points.
"Everyone was surprised at how close we came to
knocking off A&T in that first game," Jones said. "Even
the referees were surprised at how close we came. It
was cool to see the {ruys keep their heads up after that
tough Joss and pull out two big wins in a row to get us
to the Sweet 16 and get another cha{,!Ce at them."
The Gators from the University of Florida would go
on to win the 20ll national championship in the men's
division.
Even after their succ:ess at Murray State and at the regionals, Jones continued to focus his team around having fun.
"We were just a group offricnds who had fun; Jones
:;aid. "yj.e ~d a lo~t
het going to two nation-

Football

Former Racer to tackle
Canadian Football League
'

Ed Marlowe
Staff writer

For Derrick Townsel, it's his world to explore.
The former Murray State wide receiver and kick
returner accepted a two-year contract last week to
play for the Edmonton Eskimos of the Canadian
Football League.
"I was offered (the contract) earlier this season,
but I was waiting to see if any (NFL> league teams
would call first," Townsel said. "Once the playoffs L__....;.;:=.:;;.._-l
rolled around, 1 thought it was time to secure a place
Derrick
for me to play football, so I signed with Edmonton."
Townsel
·rownsel finished his Racer career in 2009 with Former Racer
1,712 yards and five touchdowns on 153 receptions. and NfL player
As a senior, he averaged 22.7 yards per kick return
and 24.1 yards per punt return.
Signed as an undrafted free agent by the Jacksonville Jaguars in 2010,
Townsel was waived two weeks after signing, only to be picked up by the
Houston Texans and signed to their practice squad.
Promoted to the Texans' active roster on Dec. 15, 2010, his purpose
was to provide depth in the return game.
Townsel now heads to a new team and a new country, hoping to play
a much larger role for the Eskimos these next two years.
''I'm not completely sure yet of my role," he said. "But I'm sure they're
importing me to make a difference in their offense and special teams.
As far as going to another country I'm deflnitely excited, but I have to

remember that I'm going for business and so I have to treat it llS such."
Like all gracious athletes, Townsel sees this <lpportunity to improve
his credentials as a blessing and an important lesson for the future.
..I've learned that every day - whether it's practice, game, or even
pre-game - is a bullet un your resume," he said. "Always he rL'~tdy to
work.''
The gun-slinging Jeff Garcia, Hail Mary legend Doug flutie and Ten·
nessee Oilers standout Warren Moon all had success both in the CFL
and NFL Historic Canadian l..cagtu! careers have ·t ranslated well tQ the
NFL, but Townsel said he plans to take it one step at a time, unsure of
his next steps once his contract expires in 2014.
"I'm not worried about that right now," he said. ''J'm just ready to help
my new team have a chance to win another Grey Cup Championship."
The Eskimos last won the Grey Cup in 2005 and finish,•d their 20ll
season with an 11-7 record, making tht• playoffs before losing to the
British Columbia !.ions in tht.• CFL West Divi!;ion championship game.
Townsel carries with him the many experiences and memories he had
at Murray State, frequently reflecting on them to help him make the right
choices for his future.
"I teamed a lot while at MSU," he said. "HllW to fight through udversity ... something we experienced a lot of during my #years there. My
fondest memory is dealing w\th those adwrsitics with my tenmmatl'S. It
brought us closer together as h!ammatcs and brothers and I'll nt•ver forget it."
Fans can follow Derrick Townsel, also an aspiring tattoo artist, on
1\vitter at @DJ_Townsell4.
Contact Marlowe at edward.marlowe@murraystatc.edu.
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but the f~s was alw~s o~~g fun and playlns together. Sometimes when it comes to intramurals, people want to win so bad that they forget to have fun, but
at Hester we always tried to remember to keep it fun
because that's what Uitramurnl sports is supposed to be
abouL"
l
Murray State has a l~ng tradition of intramural sports
on campus and Jones gave credft to the program he has
participated in during his entire time as a student.
"We talked to teams at nationals who said they got
up at 7 a.m. every day all year to practice for the flag
football tournament," Jones said. "We never bad many
practices, we always just went out and played the games
and had fun, so to have Murray State teams succeeding
at the national and regional tournaments against the
best of the best shows the quality of the program we
have here."
After his second trip to nationals, Jones reflected on
his memories from nationals and intramurals in general.
"The national championship experiences will be
some of my top five memories from college," Jones said.
"It was fun to go this year and be one of the better
teams there for a change. Also, it was my first time ever
touching the sand on a beach, so overall it was lust areally cool trip. But the best part of the whole experience
was playing w)th the same guys for four or more years.
We had a really really good time and it has been truly a
great experience playing for and representing Hester
anp Murray State."
jones and his teammates said they are shifting their
foc"Us to the upcoming basketball season as they hope to
travel to the national hasketball tournament as well.
Who knows, maybe they'll be able to give the No. 9
men's basketball team a run for its money.

Contact Ferris at jferris2@murraystate.edu.
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Murray State head football
coach Chris Hatcher will hold
walk-on tryouts on
Monday, January 30 at 6 a.m.
Stewart Stadium

Only Place In town
with .lello •hot•l
Trivia every
Tue•day nigh~
S~ar~lng ·~ 7 p.m.

Interested students should stop by the
football office to pick up
paper work prior to tryouts

149 Roy Stewart Stadium
Deadline January 27
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Thomas prepares the students for meditation.

Anoela Thomas speaks with studentsTuesday nloht In the Women's Center about female empowerment.

Center sponsors biweekly female event
Savannah Sawyer
Assistant Features Editor
The on campus Women's Center held a session Tuesday
night called "Hot Topics, Females Only" for women on campus
looking for a way to relieve stress and gain control of their lives.
These sessions will be held every other Tuesday in the
Women's Centt~r for the rest of the semester and arc free to attend. The sessions work to improve mental, emotional and
physical connections with ourselves.
"Connecting the body, mind and sprit, that's the most important thing because until you can connect all three; your life
really doesn't make a lot of sense," Angela Thomas, facilitator
for the sessions. said.
"We hope to just bring women of all ages and all walks l)f life
together to talk ahcmt any issue~ that is an area they have qur.stions ahout, they have concerns about and they just w•mt to talk
with other women about it but talk about it in not a trivial way,"
Jane Etheridge, director of the Women's Center. said.
'11wmas was inspired to start the sessions from her previous
experiences with women empowerment groups.
Ortec-:~ s tudent at Mumw Stati!, 'Thomas attended mcetfn~s
with the Consdousncs~ Raising Group, who had a similar mec:-

sage and :1gcnda .ls shl· now hopes to accomplish.
building group but we've never had anything like this before,"
"It wa:;n't just coUcge students, different age groups, and dif·
Etheridge said.
fercnt backgrounds," Thomas said ...1 owe my whole view of
Women from all walks of life have different problems they
being a woman and feeling empowered to make good judg·
have to overcome and these sessions arc meant as a forum for
ments in my life, I re:1lly owe a lot of that to that group."
women to talk about their p roblems and concerns in a com·
Thomas wants to give women a space to share what's on their
fortable setting, Etheridge said.
minds.
"I think so often. if you look at media, there is always this per" It's too bad there's nothing for young women like that," she
feet ideal that women are supposed to reach. body wise. spirit
said. "I think it's more. needed now than ever before. I just sec
wise, emotions. and socially and career that none of us can ever
:J lot of )'OUng women floundering about who they arc. what
achieve so we all walk around feeling pretty dissatisfied with
they w:mt, where thcr'rc headed and lacking a rc.1l sense of emself and a lot of self denigration," she said. "We think we're the
powerml'nt.''
only one because everybody else looks like ~hcy'vc got it all ttl·
TI1omas turned l<l Etheridge knowing th;u she was the right
gcther because nobody talks about it because then it points to
pt:t·son to help hl~ r gN hl..'r prujl'Ct off the ground.
them."
"She :-tpproadwd me about it a nd 1 thmtght 'wow, I'll try any·
The understood goal is for women to coml.' l<l the Sl~ssiuns
thing if somebody ~;omt·:; to me and they have a pa!isioQ.' It fits
with things they want to share and not feel ashamed to be· who
with the missit)n nnd go;lls (lf the l'entcr. to empower women,
they arc.
or to l'lllpowcr all of lis hut to cxplorl' thc t(·malc c:<pcricn<:c."
"What topic would be most meaningful to delve into and
Etheridge s:1id. "Anybody 1hat come~ to me with an idea that I
whatever it is that's where we'll go," Thomas said. "I haw noth·
can make work. within reason, then 1 want to support them in
ing that I want to teach, I just wanted to provide the space, the
doing that.''
place for it to happen."
Thi$1s thc1irst semester tli'c sessions arc l:lt·tnglicla ...-----...;;.., Thc Women's CCiitcr is located in Appli@ Selene~~ C.:}Qj,
"We've had, in the past, support groups of some kind ur a skill
Contact Sawyer at ssawyer@murraystate.edu.

Humane Society hosts third annual fashi~n show
Rachel Clifford
Contributing writer
Women wishing to buy low priced, formal dresses while also helping the
community can come to the third annual fashion 4 Paws.
"fashion 4 P:~ws is n dress consignment sale that's rc:~lly more of :e ladies'
day out," Lindsey Harlan, Fashion 4 Paws coordinator. said.
Harlan, a Murray State alumna, is also a part of thl· Humane Society
board.
''We have formalwear at amazing prices that has been donated ur con·
signed by people in the area," Harlan said. "Some of tht' !{OWns nrc priced
as low as $5. We also have accessories, such as purses ;md slwes for low
prices.''
All of the dresses are either consigned or donated. In the case of consigned dresses, the consigner receives 70 percent of the profit, while the
Humane Society of Calloway County receives 30 percent. All profits received from the donated dresses will go directly to the Humane Society.
"Most of our dresses have been con:;igned, but we have had people just
bring in their dresses and say 'these are yours and you can keep all of the
money,'" Harlan said.
The Humane Society of Calloway County held its first Fashion 4 Paws in
February 2010. where they sold more than 100 dresses.
"Four years ago, we met to talk about Bark in the Park and do some br:~in
storming nnd this was one of the ideas that was thrown out, so we took it
and turned it into a day that women could come out and have a good time,
and get really go<Hl deals on nice dresses at the same time." she said.
SinN' its inception, the event bas grown. The Humane SociftY of Calloway County has n·ccivcd nearly 200 dresses so f:tr and l'Xpect mor~ to be
donated.
"We have every style you can imagine, from prom dn·sses to drt·sses for
soruritr formals and mother of the bride dresse:.." Harlan said. "We have
siz.es frum small girls to 26. People have even donated bridal gowns nnu en·
tire bridesmaids sets.
Along with being able to buy the dress, there wiU be frel~ alterations :md
consultations.
"It's just a really neat W"dY to buy drl!sses or costumes for next to nothing,"
she .said.
The event features more than just discount dresses, however. The local
country band Bordertown wilJ play at 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. and a silent auction
will also be held.
Harlan said some of the larger items that will be auctioned are a pair of
Titans cleatc; signed by Mike Griffin, autographed Heather Bond COs. and
dn·sscs that have been donated by two local celebrities. Murra}' St:tte graduates Chrishell Stause, who played on "All My Children," and Krista Floyd,
a model with Elite Model Management in Los Angeles have both donated
dresses for the silent auction. There .,.,;11 also be :m autographed Murr:ty
State basketball.
Fashion 4 Paws will also feature free make-up tips, custom-designed jewelry by Marr Ware, and a booth featuring dog clothing and custunws.
''With Mary Ware you can buy your dress and then pick uut jewelry to
match it,'' Harlan said. "Basically, fashion 4 Paws is just a fun, ladies' dar out
where they can shop and h:we a great day while helping the Hum;tn Soci·
ety at the samt• time."
Fashion 4 Paws will Lake place from noon to 6 p.m. Saturday ttt thl· Cur·
ris Ccntcr.
Contact Clifjord at n:lifjord@murraysrate.edu.
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formal dresses and attire will be on sale for Fashion 4 Paws fromnoon to6 p.m. on Saturday In the Curris.Center.
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Scary monsters, nice sprites

Michaelson reconnects with new album
Anna Taylor

I'm always interested
in d iscovering music
I've never heard before. It doesn't really
matter which genre
th e tracks are classified as either, as long
as the mu sic doesn't
scream at me.
This past sum mer [
learned what dubstep
was by riding in a car.
I'm not sure how to
describe the genrll
other than by saying it's scary and maybe
even possessed. At least, that was my first
impression because I was u nfamiliar with
the genre.
The genre was created in the United
Kingdom and is desc ribed as ''electronic
dan ce music" that has "tightly coiled productions with o verwhelming bass lines
and reverb erant drum patterns, clipped
samples and occa:;ional vocals." That's it
in a nutsh ell.
Before too long, I realized that it's not
techno (since at first. that'~ what it
sounded like to me), and it's not pos·
sessed.
The sound bites a nd beats are all
meshed into an electro nic work of art that
l would never be caeablt• of producing. nu
matter how good my equipment is. But,
I'm OK with that, considering I don't
know the first thing about making cll.'ctronic dance musk .
W hile 1 still don't listen to dubsh'p for
pleasure. I can now tolerate it.
A couple of months ago when the
Grammy nominations were announced, I
wclS surprised and strangely excited to see
that dubstep producer, Skrillex, receive ll
nod for Best New Artist, along with four
other award nods. The young musician is
up aga~t Nicki Minaj, J. Cole, Bon lver,
and The Band Perry for Best New Artist.
Even though the music he creates is
completely different from some of his fellow nominees, he still stays true to who he
is an enjoys making music. That's not really something that is Ctlmmon anymore.
In an interview with MTV, Skrillcx
(Sonn}· Moore) said, "1almost don't even
know what it means, in terms of the big
picture. T his whole year has been insane,
and these are surprises an d thi ngs beyond
my w ildest fantasies ... a nd I'm just so
thankful to have a great team and peopll•
that support me. man."
Unlike that of some other Grammy
nominated artists such as Bruno Mars,
who claims not to perform music. for fun
but for awards 1 instead, the electronic
music producer isn't in the business for
the fame or money, but the music.
Skrillex has even teamed up with or
rem ixed some current favorites such as
Ellie Goulding, an English singer·song·
w riter. •
Skrillel also released an EP this week
titled ''Voltage."
While this nC\\' genre known as dubstep
has gotten a lot of criticism from mainstream music fans everywhere. and myself
once included, it's becomin~ someth ing
that is beginning to fill clubs nationwide.
Maybe it's the new dance music.
Some young aspiring music producers
other than Skrillex use their own programs an d ,equipment to create dubstep
remixes from mainstream songs. YouTube
is full of aspiring young heat-makers who
would kill to be wh ere Skrillc.x is today.
I never imagined 1 would dedic:tte an
entire column to something 1 once dassified as noise.
See what happens when someone
makes me listen to their music? Often
times, I en d u p liking it.
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I was excited to hear about Ingrid Michaelson's
new album. Expecting piano ballads (a personal
fav8rite of mine) nnd mello acoustic guitars, I was
somewhat s:ttisficd ~iftcr sampling the tracks.
Opening her fifth studio .dbum with a strong orchestral number, Michaelson sings about a
"heated" rdationship with a current interest. The
song, "Fire.'' brings an upbeat energy to the album
that is somewhat .new to Ingrid's usual mello ~tyle.
"This Is War'' speaks about a mission of getting
closure po~t-breakup. Through the lyrics. "Jt's a
wonder at nil that I'm alive/ It's a wonder at all that
I'm still standing," Michaelson expresses strong
emotions from what could have been a previous
relationship.
"Do It Now" reminds us of the optimistic
Michaelson who we all know and love. But, this is
one of few tracks like this on the entire CD.
"I'm Through" is a nother break-up song on her
album. Contradicting ht'r previous track, "Do It
Now.'' this soft nnd soothing song is written about
someone giving up on their current infatuation.
''Blood Brothers'' sounds like something meant
to be in a TV or film soundtrack. An unwritten
movie montage replays in my head as I listen to
this track. Ace.
The next trnck, " Black and Blue," is .a sassy tune
about falling in love with someone who doesn't exactly have mutual fcl'lings. Can't we all relate?
"Ribbons" brings :1 positive vibc to the CD as
the female vocalist sings about a simple object ·a nd
relates it to h<'r current situatinn. Regina Spcktor
would be proud.
"How We Lnvc" is an intimate song about love
and spark. The song opens ,1nd closes with a sin·
gle acoustic guitar and reallr brings out Michaelson's indie voice.
My favorite track on "Human Again" is "Palm of
Your Hand." This rock-feel tunc was the inspiration for the title of this album as "human again" is
mentioned within the lyrics.
The piano-led ballad, "Ghost," was Michaelson's
first single for this album. This sad song is about
the empty feeling that comes with heartbreak. I
get the feeling that Michaelson has had her fair
share of heartbrc;lk since this track follows the
pattern and general mood of the album.
"In the Sea" begins with drum beats and electronic sounds that .s eem modern from the
Michaelson I have hccomc used to, but nom'theless, I like it.
"Keep Warm," is a !'Wect song with an alternate
mood from m ost of the emotional misery-filled
traclCs on the CD.
The lyrics "and it's cold outside but I'm just
fmc/ you are mine to keep warm," are well-written_
words anyone would like
to hear
beinl!.
sung to
l
•
~~
them.
End"''thc. World" ~,pgropriatcly completes the
album with a nice conclusion of ending up to-

Michaelson's fifth album. "Human Aoaln; reveals heartache. power and sass from the post-commercial sinoer.
and said she described the album as "stepping
across a boundary."
Though I believe that she did thut, 1 can't say
that rm not a little dic;appointcd in her overall lyrical tone.
I'm still adapting to this new adult Michaelson.
Contact Taylor ut Cltaylor2(~murray.~tate.edu.

gcther with the one she sings about throughout
the entire album.
This album speaks to many who have felt some
type of ~motional heartbreak nncl the feeling of
loving someone.
Michat:lson rl'<;onncets with not only herself
through her lydcs and music, but h~r fans also.
After being discovered un MySpa~:c in 2007 for
her quirky mello music, Michaelson reveals in
"Human Again" that she has gmwn both lnlwr career and in years.
The "Be OK" singer has definitely developed
her knack for meaningful music twer the years.
Michaelson's return since her 2009 album,
"Everyblldy." pn)miSl.'S touring this spring.
Th i-:.13~t rack album pmvcs that Michaelson is
growing up and seeing music, life and luvc in new
perspectives.
Sputnik Mw:ic reported that Michaelson wanted
this album to prove that she isn't n kid anymore,
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On e note: Only if you're bored
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend
Three notes: Worth the money
FOUr n tcs; A future classtc

Similar to:
Sara Bareilles, AFme Frenzy, Christina Perri

IEllitor's pick

Ibis week's aew releases
Dlls
• "Drive"

.,nnme"
• ihe Thing"
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SUDOKU
PUZZLES
Want
to sponsor _
Sudoku
Puzzles?
Call our
Advertising
Department
at 809-4478
to find out how.

This beauty shop is the one stop biOCJ for all of
your beauty needs. Lauren Conrad, Kristin £ss.
and Amy Nadine started the bloQ with the Intention of supplying the women of the wortd
with solutions to whatever~ faultscross. And your Inspiration at thebeautydt-

• Lana Del Rey - ··aorn To Die"
• Leonard Cohen - •otd Ideas·
·Ringo Starr- "Ringo 2012"
and infonnatlon courtesy ol i\mazon.com

'Sudoku • '(·-h,..-r·t; 4 p u z .com
5 7
3 2
3
5
8
4
8 4 2
1
6
7 2
4 9
9
1
1 8
2 s
6
8
2 3 9
3
9
4
1
8 4
2 3

fSudoku
1
3
8 9
1

rsudoku *****,__. 4 p u z . com
7 13 6
2
6
2
9 3
1
8
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3 1
5
4
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4
6
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9 2 3

ISudoku *****<f 4 p u z . co m
7 4 8 6
9
9 4
6 8
3
2 9
4 7
3 6
6 1
2
7 3
1 4
8
3 4 5 2
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Contact Taylor
murraystate.edu.
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CHEER ON OUR RACERS
BE A PART OF THIS HIS'TORIC
RACER BASKETBALL SEASON

BRING INTO BOULDERS
AND RECEIVE A FREE
DRINK WITH
FOOD PURCHASE
1201 ...,... Stieet-MUmlf
11n11111.fid ....._ILy.com

LET YOUR BUSINESS
SHINE
.
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SOLD OUT CROWDS
Feb. 2 SEMO
Feb. 11 Austin Peay
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BOOK ~COMPANY

SERVlNGMUIUtAYSTATE
STUOENTSfOR OVER 2S YEARS

DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS

If's IIBOttr"IIM£ II 800KS"/O,f'£ IS 01'1 YOtl,f' S:I:!>£!!!
IN'r£,f'I'ICIS'#OPPUG 'I/liS Mel I"IS M1trl:.'l/ wd'# Otl,f' l'lu.J
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BUY • RENT • SELL

Feb. 9 Te...ssee Stat,e
Feb. 18 ESPNU BtacketBusters
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TEXTBOOK RENTALS
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GUARANTEED BUYBACK
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**FLAT RATE LATE FEES
RENTAL RETURN
NOTIFICATIONS
ANANCIAL AID PROGRAM

~
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The Competition
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-BEWARE: Most Rental Programs Charge Late Fees Up to 20% ofthe New Book Price!!!
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